[Quantitative assessment of maps of the cortical background potentials during the adaptation of freely moving animals to environmental situations].
Utilization of spectral-correlation methods of EEG analysis, due to necessary averaging in time, does not make it possible to detect dynamic phenomena in spatial-temporal organization of brain potentials. Non-traditional method is presented of quantitative evaluation of the changes of spatial-temporal correlation of cortical potentials--comparison of successive momentary potentials relief (electroencephalotopograms--EETG). Joint utilization of dynamics of similarity coefficients of successive EETG (Ket), mean values of EETG (Yet) and some other parameters allows to judge about dynamic properties of spatial correlations of potentials of freely moving animals in adaptation process to the environment during which alternation is established of the active and passive phases in decaminute intervals. Quantitative evaluation of spatial-temporal organization of the parameters of rabbits cortical potentials in these phases and in transition periods has revealed their informative possibilities.